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Vagabond Press, Australia, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Transnational ed.. Language: English
. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Kyoko Yoshida s debut collection Disorientalism
brings together nineteen short stories that systematically smash the boundaries of the real and its
imagining. Told with a deadpan, visceral humour these stories unsettle and surprise, leading the
reader into alternate realities at once comic and nightmarishly beautiful and human. This is
contemporary surrealism at its best-mischievous, dissonant, dystopic, bewildering. Disorientalism
introduces to Japanese and international readers alike a significant new voice in transnational
literature. Hilarious and lovable short pieces! Yoshida s stories astonish you with their strangeness,
and wise you up to the strangeness actually happening in the world. Kyoko Nakajima Throughout
the remarkable short stories of Disorientalism, a world familiar by consensus shifts along the
hairline cracks of Kyoko Yoshida s peculiarizing imagination. Philosophical, international in
orientation, structurally innovative, and fantastical in their crisp, sensual details, Yoshida s stories
might have been conceived through some wormhole conflation of Jorge Luis Borges and Bruno
Schulz. She is that good and the stories are that intense. Her consistently understated endings are
like slow-mo detonations. Long after you put her book down, her words will...
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Reviews
Totally one of the best pdf We have possibly study. Yes, it really is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know
that this is the very best ebook i actually have go through in my personal life and can be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Korbin Hammes
Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how here is the very best publication i
have go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Adele Rosenbaum
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